Rapid Adaptation Induces Persistent Biases in Population Codes for Visual Motion
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Systems/Circuits

Each visual experience changes the neural response to subsequent stimuli. If the brain is unable to incorporate these encoding changes, the decoding, or perception, of subsequent stimuli is biased. Although the phenomenon of adaptation pervades the nervous system, its effects have been studied mainly in isolation, based on neuronal encoding changes induced by an isolated, prolonged stimulus. To understand how adaptation-induced biases arise and persist under continuous, naturalistic stimulation, we simultaneously recorded the responses of up to 61 neurons in the marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) middle temporal area to a sequence of directions that changed every 500 ms. We found that direction-specific adaptation following only 0.5 s of stimulation strongly affected encoding for up to 2 s by reducing both the gain and the spike count correlations between pairs of neurons with preferred directions close to the adapting direction. In addition, smaller changes in bandwidth and preferred direction were observed in some animals. Decoding individual trials of adaptation-affected activity in simultaneously recorded neurons predicted repulsive biases that are consistent with the direction aftereffect. Surprisingly, removing spike count correlations by trial shuffling did not impact decoding performance or bias. When adaptation had the largest effect on encoding, the decoder made the most errors. This suggests that neural and perceptual repulsion is not a mechanism to enhance perceptual performance but is instead a necessary consequence of optimizing neural encoding for the identification of a wide range of stimulus properties in diverse temporal contexts.
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Significance Statement

Although perception depends upon decoding the pattern of activity across a neuronal population, the encoding properties of individual neurons are unreliable: a single neuron’s response to repetitions of the same stimulus is variable, and depends on both its spatial and temporal context. In this manuscript, we describe the complete cascade of adaptation-induced effects in sensory encoding and show how they predict population decoding errors consistent with perceptual biases. We measure the time course of adaptation-induced changes to the response properties of neurons in isolation, and to the correlation structure across pairs of simultaneously recorded neurons. These results provide novel insight into how and for how long adaptation affects the neural code, particularly during continuous, naturalistic vision.

Introduction

Perception is produced by the aggregate activity of populations of neurons, but linking population activity to perceptual outcomes is challenging. To approach this problem, we consider how stimuli information is encoded in the responses of neurons selective for various stimulus properties. To produce perception, this pattern of activity encoded across neurons must be interpreted as a particular perceptual state, or decoded. This implies that, if the manner in which sensory information is encoded changes, the associated perceptual interpretation may be subject to errors. Perceptual errors are particularly interesting because it is known that encoding changes often and rapidly. Following tens of seconds of exposure to a visual stimulus, single neurons change how they encode information by altering their membrane potential (Carandini and Ferster, 1997), firing rate, bandwidth, and stimulus preferences (Dragoi et al., 2000; Kohn and Movshon, 2004). As many aspects of the relationship between the stimulus and firing rate (encoding) change following adaptation, the relative strengths of the responses within a population to a test stim-
ulus shift in an adaptor-dependent way. A prevailing theory is that the "rules" governing the decoding of this sensory activity do not change, producing systematic perceptual errors (Schwartz et al., 2007; Seriès et al., 2009); however, many aspects of how adaptation affects encoding and decoding are unknown.

Adaptation is commonly studied in the context of motion perception because sustained exposure to a moving stimulus produces vivid aftereffects. In the case of the direction aftereffect (DAE), perceptual errors are said to be repulsive: a test direction appears to be shifted away (repelled) from the adapting direction (Levinson and Sekuler, 1976). Although aftereffects represent a perceptual error, adaptation is commonly thought to be beneficial as there is evidence that it improves discrimination thresholds (Krekelberg et al., 2006; Price and Prescott, 2012), increases sensitivity (Price and Born, 2013), or makes sensory coding more efficient (Fairhall et al., 2001; Kohn, 2007; Benucci et al., 2013).

The present study focuses on the relationship between adaptation-induced changes in the activity of neurons in the middle temporal area (MT) and the DAE. The activity of MT neurons is causally linked with the perception of direction of motion (Britten et al., 1992; Salzman et al., 1992). It has been shown that adaptation to directions at or near an MT neuron's preferred direction reduces the gain and bandwidth of the tuning curve (Kohn and Movshon, 2003, 2004; Patterson et al., 2014). In addition, adaptation on the flanks of the tuning curve can shift the peak of the curve either toward the adaptor (Kohn and Movshon, 2004) or away from it, depending on stimulus configuration (Wissig and Kohn, 2012; Patterson et al., 2014). Current models combine changes in gain, preferred direction, and bandwidth across a population of neurons to produce the decoding errors that underlie the DAE (Georgeson, 2004; Kohn and Movshon, 2004; Clifford et al., 2007). It is unknown how encoding is impacted during natural vision when neurons are continuously engaged in representing a prolonged, dynamic, full-field stimulus. In a natural environment, neurons are chronically stimulated, and stimulus properties are continually changing. Are the effects of relative adaptation to the most recent stimuli sufficiently large to affect encoding, and how long do they last? Can adaptation improve perceptual performance even in the presence of decoding biases?

We examined how adaptation to individual directions within continuous stimulation affects encoding in area MT, and how these encoding changes account for decoding errors associated with the DAE. We presented a stimulus that changed direction every 500 ms while we recorded population activity in area MT of marmoset monkeys. Following each motion period, we observed long-lasting, direction-dependent changes in gain, bandwidth, and spike-count correlations. We decoded stimulus direction based on single-trial spiking activity and found that the model made errors consistent with the DAE. This suggests that repulsive aftereffects are a consequence of optimizing long-term identification in a stimulus space subject to adaptor-specific gain changes.

Materials and Methods

Preparation and recording. We performed extracellular recordings in three anesthetized, adult New World monkeys (2 male, 1 female; common marmoset, Callithrix jacchus). The experiments were conducted in accordance with the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes. All procedures were approved by the Monash University Animal Ethics Experimentation Committee. Our procedures are slightly modified from the procedure described by Bourne and Rosa (2003), as described by Yu and Rosa (2014). Briefly, anesthesia was induced with alfalfalone (Alfaxan, 8 mg/kg), and a tracheotomy and vein cannulation were performed. The animal was artificially ventilated with a gaseous mixture of nitrous oxide and oxygen (7:3). Maintenance solution with opiate anesthetic (sufentanil) and paralytic (pancuronium bromide) was infused intravenously. Atropine and phenylephrine hydrochloride eye drops were applied; then the cornea was protected, and the eyes were fitted with contact lenses to bring a monitor at 350 mm into focus. The ipsilateral eye was occluded. A craniotomy and durotomy were performed over area MT, and a 10 × 10, 96 channel, “Utah” array (Blackrock Microsystems) was implanted using a pneumatic insertion tool over area MT (localized using gross anatomical landmarks, verified postmortem using receptive field maps and histology). Recordings were collected at 30 kHz using a Cerebus system (Blackrock Microsystems). The raw voltage signal was high pass filtered at 750 Hz, and spikes were detected based on threshold crossings.

Visual stimulus. Stimuli were presented on a VIEWPixon 3D (1920 × 1080 pixels; 520 × 295 mm; VPixon Technologies) positioned at a viewing distance of 350 mm. The stimulus filled the display and consisted of a sheet of white dots on a black background. The field consisted of 0.5 dots per degree square, and each dot subtended 0.3 degrees of visual angle. Dots moved coherently with no noise in 1 of 12 directions and at either 10 degrees per second (Animal 2, Animal 3) or one of 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 degrees per second (Animal 1). In Animal 1, we have combined data across all stimulus speeds. The stimulus moved in one direction for 500 ms before changing to another, random, direction. Each direction was presented 600 times, for an average of 50 repeats of each consecutive pairing. To measure the tuning properties of our multunit in the absence of adaptation, we used a similar stimulus with the same directions and appearance, but with a 500 ms blank (black) screen between each presentation of moving dots. This stimulus was displayed within 3° of the adaptation stimulus in Animals 2 and 3, and 30 h before the adaptation stimulus for Animal 1. To address isolation changes, we removed channels that were minimally responsive (gain < 5 spikes/s or circular variance (bandwidth) > 0.98) in the paradigm that included blanks: 8, 2, and 1 multiunit clusters from Animals 1–3, respectively.

Assessing tuning. On every channel, the mean firing rate was calculated 50–550 ms after onset for each test direction regardless of adaptor, and fit with a von Mises function. If the fit had an r^2 value of at least 0.85 and was a significantly better fit than a straight-line function (p < 0.05, F test), the channel was included for further analysis. We included a total of 42 channels from Animal 1, 61 channels from Animal 2, and 61 channels from Animal 3 on the basis of this analysis. These fits were used to determine the relationship between the preferred directions of the units and the adaptor directions, and thus identify the adaptor closest to the antipreferred direction to act as the control condition in future analyses. Spike density functions were computed with a 30 ms boxcar function.

Measuring changes in responsivity. When we looked at the effects of adaptation, we used metrics that are not dependent on fits and therefore more resistant to noise because the number of repetitions was limited. We split the trials into 12 × 12 conditions, for each pairing of adapt and test direction. This resulted in 12 tuning curves, one for each adaptation condition. The control condition was the condition where the adaptor was closest to the antipreferred direction. We measured gain as the difference between the maximum and minimum firing rates (spikes per second) and expressed changes as normalized gain: gain in the test condition normalized by gain in the control condition, expressed as a percentage. We measured preferred direction from the mean vector where the magnitude associated with each direction was the firing rate. To examine the bandwidth, or sharpness of tuning, we measured circular variance. To measure spike count correlations, we calculated Pearson’s r for the Z-scored firing rates on each channel, excluding responses where |Z| > 3.

Statistics. We used criteria of α = 0.01 and d = 0.1 unless otherwise specified to identify statistically significant, meaningful effects. Effect sizes were measured using Cohen’s d.

We used one-way ANOVAs to test for a main effect of adaptation condition on gain, preferred direction, and bandwidth; and again to test for main effect of time, or n-back (see Fig. 2). In those cases where a significant main effect was found, we tested each point with paired t tests for means significantly different from 100 in the gain and bandwidth comparisons, and 0 in the preferred direction comparison. We used a criterion of α = 0.05 because of the relatively small number of cases in
each condition. Benjamini-Hochberg-Yekutieli corrections for multiple comparisons were applied.

Changes in correlation strength were tested with unpaired t tests comparing the distributions for the n-back indicated and the distribution of 9-back for each ROI (see Fig. 4). Benjamini-Hochberg-Yekutieli corrections for multiple comparisons were applied. ANOVAs were performed to test for a main effect of n-back on correlation change, but these were overpowered (>1,000,000 degrees of freedom); so although they were statistically significant, we do not consider them meaningful. Pearson’s correlations were computed on the distributions of spike-count correlation and mean firing rate. These correlations were compared using Fisher’s Z test.

Differences in performance over time were measured while decoding performance was at a plateau so the distributions were approximately Gaussian (see Fig. 5). Performance with shuffled trials was compared with performance with unshuffled trials with a paired t test. We used an ANOVA to verify that the error biases at 1-back and 2-back showed a main effect of adaptation condition, then t tests to compare the error bias in each condition to 0. The biases at 1-back and 2-back were compared with each other using paired t tests. The main effect of adaptation condition on the performance of the model was verified with a one-way ANOVA and a criterion of 0.05. Bonferroni post hoc tests were used to determine which adaptation conditions produced significantly different performance.

Decoding model. We used a multinomial GLM to produce continuous estimates of stimulus direction from neural responses to the 12 classes of presented stimuli. Once trained, the GLM produced a probability for each of the classes, given the activity on a single test trial. The 12 probabilities were combined into a vector sum that produced a continuous estimate of stimulus direction. For each animal, we selected 20 subpopulations of 20 units from the pool of significantly direction-selective units. On a given trial, we summed the number of spikes for each unit over a 30 ms window to produce a response vector, \( r = [r_1, \ldots, r_N] \), where \( N \) was 20, the number of units. The probability that a given stimulus direction \( \theta_a \) evoked the response vector \( r \) was estimated with a logistic GLM (Eqs. 1, 2). The model weights \( w_{rd} \) were iteratively refined until classification performance was optimized via penalized maximum likelihood. To produce a continuous guess, the probabilities for each direction were combined into a vector sum (Eq. 3) to produce a continuous prediction of stimulus direction \( \theta_{pred} \) as follows:

\[
 p_d(\theta_a = \theta_d) = f \left( \sum_{e \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} w_{de} r_e \right)
\]

\[
 f(a) = 1/(1 + e^{-a})
\]

\[
 \theta_{pred} = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\sum_p p_p \sin \theta_p}{\sum_p p_p \cos \theta_p} \right)
\]

The model was trained on 80% of randomly selected trials for supervised learning. The remaining 20% of trials were used to produce the identification predictions reported here. Each subpopulation was tested 5 times with different training and test trials.

Decoding performance. The identification performance (percentage correct) of the decoder was evaluated by coding a guess as “correct” if it was within 15° of the displayed stimulus direction. To produce a time course (see Fig. 6a), the 30 ms integration window was offset from the stimulus onset by different amounts of time. In this case, the model was trained only on a 30 ms window of spiking activity 900 ms after adaptor onset and tested on the first 30 ms of neural activity after stimulus onset through to 1500 ms after stimulus onset in 30 ms increments. Variance was estimated by decoding 20 different subpopulations of 20 units each for each animal.

Biased decoders. The biased decoders were given only the trials where the test was counterclockwise or clockwise of the adaptor, respectively. They were trained on 2500 trials (as the number of counterclockwise and clockwise trials were not equal) and tested on the remaining trials. Their performance, weights, and predicted DAE were compared with an unbiased decoder that was also trained on 2500 trials. Fixing the number of training trials was a necessary control because training tends to increase model weights, so a larger training corpus, and thus more training, produces higher weights on average.

Predicted DAE. To measure the error distribution, we calculated the difference between the stimulus direction and the predicted direction trial-by-trial. We sorted these error measurements based on the difference between the adapting and test stimulus directions using the same n-back analysis protocol where every stimulus direction is both an adaptor and a test in different trials. For each difference between the test and adaptation directions, the mean of the error distribution was taken as the predicted DAE. This was measured in 20 different subpopulations of units to obtain estimates of variance.

Decorrelating trials. Pairwise correlations between units were removed by shuffling trials independently for each recorded unit. To maintain the effects of adaptation, 1-back adapt-test direction pairs were preserved and shuffled together.

Results

Brief, continuous adaptation changes neuronal encoding

Adaptation is known to change how neurons encode visual stimuli, but the precise nature of these changes is usually measured only under artificial conditions where a small variety of stimuli are displayed, the test immediately follows the adaptor, and the stimulus is restricted to a small part of the visual display (but see Priebe et al., 2002; Glasser et al., 2011). In V1, adaptation periods of less than a second induce changes in encoding (Müller et al., 1999; Dragoi et al., 2002). Equally rapid adaptation in MT allowed us to present a dynamic visual sequence and examine how encoding changed in this more complex paradigm.

We recorded multiunit activity in area MT of 3 anesthetized marmoset monkeys (Callithrix jacchus) with a 96-electrode “Utah” array (Blackrock Microsystems). We used a stimulus comprising a field of coherently moving dots, which changed direction every 500 ms. Twelve stimulus directions were presented in random order, and each direction was repeated 600 times for a total of 7200 trials (Fig. 1a). For such a stimulus, we can treat every trial as both an adaptor (for the trials that follow) and a test (for the trials that preceded it). To reveal the relative effect of adaptation to each direction, we sorted the responses to each test direction based on the previous adapting direction, giving 12 × 12 adapt-test pairings.

The activity of two multiunits illustrates how the response to the direction that evokes the largest response (within 15° of each unit’s true preferred direction) is affected by the direction of motion in the preceding adaptation period (Fig. 1b,d). Tuning curves based on responses to the test period, but calculated separately for each adapting direction, suggest that adaptation predominantly affects response gain in these units (Fig. 1c,e). Notably, firing rates are reduced following adaptation close to the preferred direction (yellow) compared with adaptation to motion in the opposite direction (blue), and these effects are sustained throughout the test period. This shows that the effects of 500 ms adaptation last at least 500 ms. Response gain was largest after adaptation to the antipreferred direction, which we refer to as the control condition. Gain reductions associated with other adaptors showed a systematic dependence on the difference between the adaptor and preferred direction.

Stimulus-dependent changes in response properties are apparent even though some degree of adaptation is always present during continuous stimulation. The responses following an antipreferred adaptor are similar to those measured following a blank stimulus (Fig. 2a–c). Using antipreferred adaptation as a reference means that at our baseline, the gain of the responses is usu-
Figure 1. Firing rates evoked by a test stimulus depend on prior adaptation. 

a, A random sequence of directions was presented. Each motion period lasted 500 ms, and each direction was presented 600 times. A period of motion acted both as a test and an adaptor for the subsequent directions. Responses were sorted based on each adapt-test pairing (12 × 12 conditions). 

b, d, Responses of two units to 12 adapt-test pairings in which the test was always the preferred direction. Average responses to each adaptor are shown in the shaded region (0–500 ms), followed by responses to the preferred direction (500–1000 ms). Color represents the magnitude of the difference between the adaptor and the unit’s preferred direction, where yellow is 0° (the adaptor is the same direction as the preferred direction) and blue is 180° (the adaptor is the antipreferred direction; or control). Firing rate is affected in an adaptor-dependent way. 

c, e, von Mises fit to postadaptation tuning curves for the units shown in b, d, averaged from responses 50–550 ms after onset of the test stimulus. Change in tuning curves is mainly in response gain.

We reported the data from individual animals separately because we had sufficient statistical power in each case alone, and revealing the differences between cases accounts for an important source of variance and indicates which results should be replicable. We expect that the differences we have observed between animals can be attributed to two factors: (1) cortical neurons are slightly lower (paired t test, \( p < 0.01 \) for Animals 2 and 3) (Fig. 2a) and bandwidth is narrower than in the absence of adaptation (paired t test, \( p < 0.01 \) for all animals) (Fig. 2b), as would be expected, given that the neurons are somewhat adapted already. The preferred direction of the neurons is consistent (Fig. 2c) regardless of baseline. We can attribute these differences partially to contrast adaptation: in the no-adaptation condition, a blank screen preceded the onset of the dots and motion.

On average, gain following adaptation to the preferred direction was 80%–90% of the gain following adaptation in the control direction (Fig. 2d). We observed a main effect of adaptation condition on gain (\( p < 0.01 \) for all animals; \( F_{(A1, 23,963)} = 9.75; F_{(A2, 23,1408)} = 2.00; F_{(A3, 23,1402)} = 6.75 \)) and gradual decreases in the effect of adaptation as the difference between the adaptor and the preferred direction increased. Adaptors >60° from the preferred direction had no significant impact on gain relative to the control (unpaired t test, \( p > 0.05 \)). We observed an increase in bandwidth in two of the three animals studied (\( F_{(A1, 23,963)} = 3.69, p < 0.01; F_{(A2, 23,1178)} = 1.15, p = 0.28; F_{(A3, 23,1402)} = 6.22, p < 0.01 \)) (Fig. 2e), and a main effect of adaptation on preferred direction only in Animal 1 (\( F_{(A1, 23,963)} = 3.83, p = < 0.01; F_{(A2, 23,1178)} = 1.29, p = 0.16; F_{(A3, 23,1402)} = 0.52, p = 0.97 \)) (Fig. 2f). Our finding that changes in gain depend on distance from adaptor to preferred direction are in agreement with previous research. Others have shown direction selective reductions in gain (Kohn and Movshon, 2003; Patterson et al., 2014), and it is well established that we expect gain reductions proportional to the unit’s response to the adaptor in general (Solomon and Kohn, 2014). That we did not find systematic changes in preferred direction as has been previously reported (Kohn and Movshon, 2004) may appear surprising but can be attributed to differences in our stimuli, which we elaborate on in the Discussion.

We reported the data from individual animals separately because we had sufficient statistical power in each case alone, and revealing the differences between cases accounts for an important source of variance and indicates which results should be replicable. We expect that the differences we have observed between animals can be attributed to two factors: (1) cortical neurons are...
Figure 2. Direction-dependent and persistent changes in encoding following adaptation. **a–c**, Gain, bandwidth (circular variance), and preferred direction measured following 500 ms of blank screen (No Adaptation) and 500 ms of Antipreferred Direction Adaptation. **d**, Changes in gain based on the angular distance between the adaptor and the preferred direction using a sliding 30° bin. Filled region represents the mean and 95% confidence interval of Gaussian fits to the raw data. Gain is normalized for each unit relative to the control (antipreferred) adaptor. Horizontal lines indicate bins where the normalized gain is significantly different from 100% (*t* test, *p* < 0.05). Arrows indicate the condition that is expanded in **g–i**, for bandwidth and preferred direction. **g**, After adaptation at the preferred direction, gain changes were evident throughout the test period. Gain changes are shown in 50 ms spike counting windows throughout the test period. Horizontal lines indicate significant *post hoc* tests. *Conditions that are significantly affected by adaptation, but not time. **h**, Same as in **d** for bandwidth. The cases varied in how the bandwidth of multiunits shifted following adaptation. **i**, Same as in **d** for preferred direction at following adaptation on the flank of the tuning curve (45°). **j**, Adapt-test pairings were constructed for 1-back to 8-back adapt-test pairs. **g, d, g, i**, The 1-back condition; a consecutive adapt-test pairing. Following preferred direction adaptation, gain was reduced for up to 4 motion periods (2 s). Horizontal lines indicate statistically significant gain reduction. Error bars indicate SE.

*Gain reductions outlast intervening stimulation*

Adaptation is a time-sensitive process; and given the brief adaptation period, we expected that the effects on encoding would also be short-lived (Dragoi et al., 2002). Previously, we integrated each unit’s activity over the entire 500 ms response to the test stimulus, but we thought it likely that the effects of adaptation would be strongest in the earlier part of that period. To look at the time course of adaptation within the test period, we sampled spiking activity at 50 ms intervals. The reduction in gain is established over the first 100 ms of stimulus onset, but does not change significantly between 100 and 550 ms (*F*(1, 8, 350) = 0.98, *p* = 0.45; *F*(2, 8, 540) = 1.93, *p* = 0.05; *F*(3, 8, 540) = 1.522, *p* = 0.15) (Fig. 2g). Gain from 100 to 550 ms is significantly lower than 100% (*t* test, *p* < 0.01). We only observed an effect of time on bandwidth in Animal 2 (*F*(1, 8, 349) = 0.09, *p* = 0.99; *F*(2, 8, 540) = 3.79, *p* < 0.001; *F*(3, 8, 540) = 1.09, *p* = 0.37) (Fig. 2h). Bandwidth for Animals 1 and 3 was significantly broadened (*t* test, *p* < 0.01), and briefly, but significantly narrowed for Animal 2 (*post hoc* *t* test, *p* < 0.01). Adaptation affects the preferred direction of neurons when it occurs on a flank, not the preferred direction. We used the flanking direction of 45° and observed no effect of time on the change in preferred direction (*F*(1, 8, 360) = 0.5, *p* = 0.82; *F*(2, 8, 540) = 0.51, *p* = 0.85; *F*(3, 8, 540) = 1.00, *p* = 0.44) (Fig. 2i). Preferred directions were significantly shifted in Animals 1 and 3 (*t* test, *p* < 0.01). Based on the analysis for a 45° adaptor (Fig. 2f, arrow, 1°), Animal 3 appears to exhibit an attractive shift in preferred direction, but this is not a systematic effect: the shift is repulsive for the flanking adaptor direction −45°. Overall, for all cases, we observe very little fluctuation in the impact of adaptation over the course of the test period.

In natural vision, adaptation can occur because of a bias in the stimulus statistics over time (i.e., the “adaptor” is the orientation or direction that occurs more frequently than any others) (Benucci et al., 2013; Dhruv and Carandini, 2014). Adaptation also occurs after one-off exposure to a brief stimulus, as shown above. Here we examine the persistence of encoding changes in the face
of intervening stimulation. To do this, we used an n-back adaptor analysis paradigm (Fischer and Whitney, 2014). Instead of sorting trials by the direction immediately preceding the test direction (1-back), we sorted them by the direction 2–8 stimulus periods earlier (Fig. 2f). Across trials, this averages the effect of all directions in intervening motion periods and reveals the direction-specific effects of an n-prior stimulus. These effects are measured on top of the chronic contrast adaptation, and a baseline level of some degree of direction-specific “top-up” in the intervening stimulus periods. In all animals, we found significant adaptor-speciﬁc changes in gain over time ($F_{(A1, 7,328)} = 19.06, p < 0.01; F_{(A2, 7,480)} = 4.33, p < 0.01; F_{(A3, 7,480)} = 5.849, p < 0.01), and post hoc t tests determined that these changes were significant ($p < 0.05$) up to three intervening adaptation periods (4-back, or 2 s) (Fig. 2f). We also observed significant changes in bandwidth over time for Animals 1 and 3 ($F_{(A1, 7,328)} = 9.74, p < 0.01; F_{(A2, 7,480)} = 1.19, p = 0.31; F_{(A3, 7,480)} = 6.42, p < 0.01), these were also signiﬁcant in post hoc tests for up to 2 s (Fig. 2f). The effect of adaptation on preferred direction only changed over a longer time course for Animal 1 ($F_{(A1, 7,328)} = 3.54, p < 0.01; F_{(A2, 7,480)} = 0.79, p = 0.60; F_{(A3, 7,480)} = 0.67, p = 0.37). Post hoc tests showed these changes lasted from 1 to 2 intervening adaptors (Fig. 2f). This shift in preferred direction (2.4°–2.6°) is much smaller than the 9.3° previously reported (Kohn and Movshon, 2004).

Adaptation decorrelates population activity
Adaptation is known to affect network-level properties in addition to single-unit encoding (Gutnisky and Dragoi, 2008; Benucci et al., 2013). To examine the effect of adaptation on the population, we measured spike-count correlations ($r_{sc}$) for each pair of tuned multiunits in each animal ($N = 1830, N = 1830$). For each trial, we integrated the number of spikes $>500$ ms and then z-scored across all trials for each multiunit.

To examine the degree of shared variability across the population regardless of stimulus direction, we ﬁrst measured the correlations observed over all trials (Fig. 3a). The distributions were very similar for Animals 1 and 2, whereas the correlations measured for Animal 3 were higher and followed a narrower distribution. To evaluate how these correlations depended on the stimulus, we measured them under each of the 12 stimulus test directions and then sorted them according to the difference between each unit’s preferred direction ($\theta_{pd1}$ and $\theta_{pd2}$) and the test direction ($\theta_{test}$) (Fig. 3b). In Animals 1 and 2, we found that the correlations were highest when both neurons preferred a direction similar to the stimulus direction, whereas Animal 3 had abnormally high correlations across most stimulation conditions. In the case where the neurons have similar preferred directions (Fig. 3c), Animals 1 and 2 clearly show the highest correlations when the test direction is at the preferred direction, in agreement with previous findings (Solomon et al., 2014). Animal 3 follows an opposite trend. During the experiment, we observed strong ﬂuctuations in global activity in Animal 3. It appears as though these ﬂuctuations imposed a correlation structure that impaired our ability to look at how spike count correlations depend on the stimulus. For this reason, we omitted Animal 3 from our analyses on the effects of adaptation on correlations. The range of these correlations (0.1–0.2) and the mean values for each animal (µA1 = 0.06; µA2 = 0.04; µA3 = 0.11) are consistent with previous reports of correlations in MT of awake macaques between 0.1 (Huang and Lisberger, 2009) and 0.13 (Cohen and Newsome, 2008).
Figure 4. Adaptation affects correlation structure in a direction-dependent way. a. Spike-count correlations (rsc) measured during the test period but grouped according to the relationship between the adapting direction and the preferred directions of the two units. The preferred directions of the two multiunits are noted as θ₁ and θ₂. Yellow diagonal running from bottom left to top right indicates that, when units prefer similar directions, they have higher correlations. The center of the diagonal, marked with a black circle, shows where two units with similar preferred directions are adapted with a stimulus near their preferred directions. b, A baseline correlation structure, analyzed in an identical manner to a, but taken from the adaptor 9-back from the test stimulus. c. Change in correlation structure immediately following adaptation calculated by subtracting b from a. Correlations are reduced when units with similar preferred directions have been strongly adapted. Correlations are also increased when the pair of neurons prefer directions that are >60° away from the adaptor and 120°–150° away from each other (off the main diagonal). d, ROI analysis of correlation changes for each animal. The mean correlation change for each animal in the central ROI illustrated in e is shown for each animal, from 1-back to 8-back. Schematic represents an example of a relationship between the adaptor (solid arrow) and the preferred directions of the two units (dashed arrows). For both animals, correlations are reduced for several seconds following adaptation. Horizontal lines indicate statistical significance (unpaired t test, p < 0.01). *Significant results with effect sizes >0.1. e. Correlations are sometimes significantly changed, but the effect size is <0.1. f, Correlation between firing rate and spike count correlation under adaptation (black, condition shown with black point in a) and at baseline (gray, gray point in b). Spike count correlation strength is correlated with firing rate in both cases, but this dependence is significantly reduced under adaptation, suggesting that the reduction in correlations after adaptation is not a simple consequence of the observed reduction in gain.

We combined the data from Animals 1 and 2 for illustrative purposes and sorted correlations measured during the test period based on adapting rather than test direction. This demonstrates that neurons with similar preferred directions have the strongest correlations, but also highlights that these correlations are reduced after adaptation to a near-preferred direction, as there are stronger correlations in the top and bottom corners than in the center of the diagonal (Fig. 4a). To quantify changes in correlations following adaptation, we took the correlation structure after 9-back adaptation as a baseline (Fig. 4b), as direction-specific effects of adaptation on gain had dissipated well before this time (Fig. 2), but the precise choice of the time window for the baseline did not significantly affect the results.

To reveal the adaptor-specific change in correlation structure, we subtracted the baseline correlation structure from the 1-back correlation structure. Adaptation decreased correlations when the members of the pair of units had similar (within 30°) preferred directions and had been adapted near that direction (Fig. 4c, inset, d). They also appeared to increase when the units had disparate preferred directions (separated by 120°–150°) that were both 60°–120° away from the adaptor (Fig. 4c, inset, e).

Within the ROIs indicated in Figure 4c, we aggregated the data in ±30° bins. When both units preferred a direction similar to the adapting direction (Fig. 4d), Animals 1 and 2 showed a statistically significant decrease in correlations from 1-back through 3-back (t test, p < 0.01). The size of the effect (Cohen’s d) was >0.1 for up to 2-back (1 s). The increase in correlations for mismatched preferred directions and adaptor (Fig. 4e) is statistically significant (t test, p < 0.01) at some time points, but the effect size (Cohen’s d) is <0.1 in each case. ANOVAs were conducted to explore a main effect of n-back on the center and flanking ROIs. Both ANOVAs were statistically significant; but given the number of correlations measured, the tests are overpowered and the results not informative.

The magnitude of spike count correlations is known to increase with spiking rate (de la Rocha et al., 2007); so to determine whether the reductions in correlations we observed are a natural consequence of the observed changes in gain, we measured the correlation between rsc and the geometric mean of the firing rates of the pair of neurons in both the 1-back and 9-back conditions (Fig. 4f). Here we focus only on conditions in which both neurons were adapted near their preferred direction (Fig. 4a,b), black and gray circles). Not only are rsc and mean firing rate reduced following 1-back adaptation (Fig. 4f, arrows), but importantly the strength of the correlation between them is significantly reduced relative to 9-back adaptation (Fisher’s Z, Z = −5.3). This is evidence that the reduction in spike count correlations is not a simple consequence of reductions in gain.

These results illustrate that adaptation changes the structure of neuronal correlations, mainly by suppressing correlations between those neurons with the same preferred directions following an adaptor close to their preferred directions. Furthermore,
these changes in correlation happen rapidly alongside changes in gain. This suggests that changes in spike count correlations following adaptation are not due to slow processes, such as network reorganization.

Changes in encoding following rapid adaptation produce a prediction error consistent with the DAE

Although rarely encountered in natural vision, prolonged exposure to a constant stimulus can lead to profound changes in perception. For example, after viewing motion to the right for many seconds, vertical motion appears to be moving slightly to the left. This phenomenon is referred to as the DAE (Levinson and Sekuler, 1976; Clifford et al., 2007; Wenderoth and Wiese, 2008). We have demonstrated that our stimulus paradigm induces adaptor-dependent changes in neural responses, but it remains to be seen whether the decreases in gain we observed on a short timescale are sufficient to bias decoding outcomes in a way that emulates the DAE.

To test this, we trained a multinomial GLM (Friedman et al., 2010; Berens et al., 2012; Qian et al., 2013) to classify each test direction. As input, the decoder took spike counts from 20 simultaneously recorded multiunits over a 30 ms time window. To cross-validate, we trained the decoder on 80% of all trials and tested on the remaining 20% of trials to estimate performance. We also trained the model at only one time point and tested at all the others. We resampled our populations of neurons, running analyses on 20 different, randomly selected, subpopulations of 20 units from each animal with 5 different sets of training and test trials of each direction, for a total of 100 decoding simulations per time point per animal. The model output the probabilities that each of the 12 directions had produced the observed activity. The 12 outputs were combined into a continuous response using a vector sum that took the classifier probability as the magnitude for its respective direction. A trial was considered "correct" if the estimate was within 15° of the stimulus direction.

Throughout a sequence of three stimuli, decoding performance is well above chance (40%–60% correct vs 8.3% chance) (Fig. 5a). These results were produced when decoders were trained 900 ms after adaptor onset (Fig. 5a, arrow), but decoding performance depends only weakly on time. The only exception is that decoding performance drops briefly after each direction onset (0, 500, and 1500 ms) because of the latency of neural responses (i.e., although the stimulus has changed, the population is still representing the previous direction). The decoder generalizes well from the adaptor to the test. This is not surprising because every trial is both a test and an adaptor so they are statistically identical overall. Moreover, although the decoder is trained to identify all directions (80% of total direction onsets) at a single time point, it generalizes to time points in a subsequent motion period as well as to different time points within the same period.

To assess the role of spike count correlations (\(r_{sc}\)) in decoding, we removed them by randomly shuffling the trials of each adaptor test pairing across repetitions, independently for each recording channel, before training the decoding model. We found that trial-by-trial correlations between pairs of units had a statistically significant impact on performance (\(p < 0.01\), but the effect of removing these correlations was very small (d < 0.1; maximum/mean difference A1: 2.5%/0.1%; A2: 1.9%/−0.2%) (Fig. 5a,
dashed lines). Neural decoding is often strongly impaired by the presence of correlations, so this finding is unusual. We expect it because most examinations of the role correlations play in coding use two-class linear discriminant decoding, which linearly divides classes in the space of firing rates. Spike count correlations interact with the discriminant and improve or impair decoding if they are parallel or perpendicular to the discrimination boundary, respectively (Averbeck et al., 2006; Moreno-Bote et al., 2014). In a multiclass problem, as we used here, the space is separated repeatedly, once for each class. With multiple discriminants, the relationship between the correlations and the task will be less straightforward. We measured the prediction error on every test trial while noting the difference between the adapting direction and the test direction. Ultimately, we had 12 distributions of errors: one for each difference between adapting and test direction. Histograms for two of these distributions (−60° and 60°) are pictured in Figure 5b. To measure the predicted DAE, we took the circular mean of the error distribution.

In the model, as in human observers, the direction and magnitude of the error distribution offset depended on the difference between the adapting and test stimuli (Fig. 5c). The aftereffect peaked when the adaptor was within 60°–90° of the test, producing average repulsive shifts of 4°–6° in direction estimate: tests clockwise of the adaptor appeared more clockwise, and vice versa for counterclockwise pairings. The main effect of adaptor relative to test direction was statistically significant (p < 0.01) for both 1-back (F_{A1,12,247} = 44.54; F_{A2,12,247} = 77.28; F_{A3,12,247} = 32.93) and 2-back (F_{A1,12,247} = 24.54; F_{A2,12,247} = 35.20; F_{A3,12,247} = 15.52) adaptors. Those conditions with a bias significantly different from zero (post hoc t tests, p < 0.01) are indicated with horizontal lines. We found that the error bias did not depend on trial-by-trial correlations. The decoder trained on shuffled trials (dashed lines) exhibited the same aftereffect. This predicts a novel perceptual DAE that survives intervening stimulation.

As outlined above, the prediction error is strongly influenced by the difference between the test and adapting directions, but this bias appears to be largely independent of absolute decoding performance. We measured the deviation from average performance along with the bias (Fig. 5c,f), and found that, when performance was affected by adaptation, it was lowest when the test and adaptor were similar directions, and highest when the test and adaptor were farthest apart. This trend was statistically significant in two out of three animals in the 1-back (F_{A1,12,247} = 11.24, p < 0.01; F_{A2,12,247} = 1.48, p = 0.13; F_{A3,12,247} = 3.05, p < 0.01) and 2-back (F_{A1,12,247} = 6.85, p < 0.01; F_{A2,12,247} = 2.21, p < 0.05; F_{A3,12,247} = 1.73, p = 0.06) conditions. Notably, any difference in overall decoding performance did not follow the effect of bias. Post hoc tests (p < 0.05) showed that those trials where the adaptor and test were similar are significantly worse than those where they were opposite. All significant pairwise comparisons are reported in Table 1.

It is important to note that, despite the variability between animals we observed in changes in encoding in Figures 3 and 4, we observe a very consistent effect of adaptation on prediction bias in our decoding analysis. This suggests that the most consistent changes in encoding, such as gain change, are sufficient to produce a DAE.

These results demonstrate that shifts in encoding that occur following brief stimulation in a continuous paradigm can shift the population representation to produce biases in decoding and adaptation-dependent decoding errors, but persistent biases are not the primary cause of decoding errors.

### Table 1. The effect of adaptation condition on decoding performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal 1</th>
<th>1-back</th>
<th>2-back</th>
<th>Animal 2</th>
<th>1-back</th>
<th>2-back</th>
<th>Animal 3</th>
<th>1-back</th>
<th>2-back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−180 vs −30</td>
<td>−180 vs 0</td>
<td>No significant main effect</td>
<td>−180 vs 0</td>
<td>−150 vs 0</td>
<td>No significant main effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−180 vs 0</td>
<td>−180 vs 30</td>
<td></td>
<td>−180 vs 0</td>
<td>−150 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−180 vs 60</td>
<td>−150 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>90 vs 0</td>
<td>90 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−180 vs 90</td>
<td>−120 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>120 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−150 vs 0</td>
<td>−120 vs 30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−120 vs 0</td>
<td>−120 vs −90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−90 vs 0</td>
<td>−120 vs −60</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−60 vs 0</td>
<td>−120 vs −30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−30 vs 0</td>
<td>120 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−30 vs 90</td>
<td>120 vs 30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 vs 0</td>
<td>150 vs −30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 vs 0</td>
<td>150 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 vs −30</td>
<td>150 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 vs 0</td>
<td>180 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 vs 30</td>
<td>180 vs 30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 vs 60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 vs −30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 vs 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 vs 60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 vs 90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td>0 vs 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The adaptor direction pairs listed here are those for which post hoc tests indicate significantly different decoding performances (p < 0.05).*

The DAE is a consequence of compromises arising from a balanced stimulus set

When units are ordered by their preferred direction, they form a population response curve that reliably identifies direction despite noise in individual population members (Paradiso, 1988; Pouget et al., 2000). It is often presumed that adaptor-dependent gain reductions produce repulsive aftereffects because by reducing the gain of neurons with nearby preferred directions, they push the peak of the population curve away (Jin et al., 2005; Schwartz et al., 2007; Serrie et al., 2009). We observed that the population response curve (Fig. 6a) had a Gaussian profile with units whose preferred direction matches the stimulus having the highest responses. As the above theoretical work has suggested, we also observed that the response curve was shifted counterclockwise of average on those trials when the test was clockwise of the adaptor (θ_adapt − θ_test > 0; Fig. 6b, dark lines), and vice versa on trials when the test was counterclockwise (θ_adapt − θ_test < 0; Fig. 6b, light lines). The multinomial regression we used learned a linear model for each of the 12 classes (stimulus directions), so each decoder produced 12 × 20 weights: a weight for each unit for each class. We measured the average weight for each unit across the 20 subpopulations and arranged these weights based on the difference between the class and the preferred direction of the unit (Fig. 6c). We found that the weights the model learned for each class produced a template of the expected population activity for that class.

The population response is shifted clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the relationship between the test and the adaptor (Fig. 6b). These conflicting shifts may produce a weighting that describes neither shift optimally when averaged across all possible trials. To remove this conflict, we constructed two biased sets of stimuli: clockwise pairings (θ_adapt − θ_test > 0) only, and counterclockwise (θ_adapt − θ_test < 0) adapt-test pairings only. We trained decoders on the biased pairings that produced the differences in Figure 6b and tested them at the 1-back time point (900 ms). We found that, when the model was trained on a subset
of only counterclockwise or only clockwise trials, the model's templates shifted to follow the population activity (Fig. 6d) and, not surprisingly, the size of the DAE was reduced.

These results serve to support long-held intuition about how adaptation in populations of neurons produces repulsive aftereffects: population activity following adaptation is distorted by direction-selective changes in neural responses to resemble activity to stimuli more different from the adaptor (Sutherland, 1961; Coltheart, 1971; Wainwright, 1999; Schwartz et al., 2007). Later stages of processing are unaware that this shift has occurred, and so the percept is repelled away from the adaptor (Serie`s et al., 2009). Beyond this, we have demonstrated that perceptual repulsion is a direct consequence of optimizing a multiclass identification problem in a balanced stimulus space.

Discussion

We examined how a continuous-adaptation protocol affected the ability of populations of neurons in MT to represent motion direction. Decoding this population activity predicts systematic biases consistent with the perceptual DAE observed in humans. Previous attempts to account for the DAE through simulations have been poorly constrained, leading to conflicting suggestions that the DAE is attributable to some combination of neuronal gain changes, attractive shifts in tuning curves, and broadening bandwidth (Georgesen, 2004; Kohn and Movshon, 2004; Clifford et al., 2007; Price and Prescott, 2012), although repulsive shifts in tuning curves are observed under many adaptation conditions (Wissig and Kohn, 2012). By simultaneously recording from dozens of neurons, and using a decoding approach to relate the neuronal activity to perception, we have determined how multiunit encoding and correlations between pairs of multiunits might affect perception. Ultimately, we have demonstrated that adaptation-induced shifts in neuronal direction tuning, bandwidth, and correlations occur in some circumstances but that only neuronal gain changes are necessary to account for the perceptual DAE.

Implications for neural coding

Our findings support the common wisdom that perception is produced by a stable read-out process that is blind to adaptation in lower areas (Schwartz et al., 2007; Série`s et al., 2009). Although it is clear that population-dependent effects on neural gain occur within a few hundred milliseconds of motion onset. This suggests that the system is adjusting to maintain homeostasis rapidly (Benucci et al., 2013), at the cost of biasing the activity and the percept it produces. Adaptation in insects occurs on multiple timescales (Wark et al., 2009), although it is unknown how these results extend to vertebrates. If it is possible to change the read-out to account for the effect of adaptation, we would expect this change to occur more slowly. Encoding rules evolve fluidly over time as the stimulus changes, whereas decoding rules must depend on accumulating information associated with the history of both stimulation and the encoding rules. Furthermore, as long as repulsive aftereffects in any direction are equally likely, decoding rules may rarely be under pressure to change.

Where does the adaptation originate?

In this study, we have taken care to isolate the effects of direction-specific adaptation as much as possible. Previous work has sought to study adaptation by comparing exposure to a mean luminance no-adaptation condition with exposure to a moving stimulus, which induces contrast and direction adaptation; or by comparing the effects of static and moving adaptors (Petersen et al., 1985). We have displayed a continuous sequence of motion for the hour-long recording so that global activity across MT is constant, and used a control condition (adaptation in the anti-preferred direction) that only differs from the test conditions in the direction of motion. As we show by comparing responses...
Role of global correlations

Although pairwise correlations between neurons are thought to be important in population coding (Averbeck et al., 2006; Moreno-Bote et al., 2014), we found that they did not have a meaningful impact on our classification performance or on the DAE. This is likely because the role of spike count correlations in encoding is task-dependent. In two-alternative classification problems, correlations improve decoding if they are parallel to the discriminant in the population response space and impair decoding if they are perpendicular (Averbeck et al., 2006; Moreno-Bote et al., 2014). In a 12-alternative classification task, as we have used, there are multiple discriminants so the structure of the correlations is likely to matter less. It is worth noting that generalized linear decoding models, as used here, are very forgiving of either additive or multiplicative fluctuations in global activity (Moreno-Bote et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015), as the linear relationships in activity between channels are maintained.

Role of adaptation in visual processing

The most pronounced and consistent effect of adaptation is a reduction in firing rate. This reduction may play an important role in maintaining a low firing rate across the population over time, emphasizing sparse coding, or maintaining homeostasis (Benucci et al., 2013). Firing rate reductions affect encoding, but not decoding, and thus produce perceptual effects. These effects, from the occasionally reported improvements in discrimination to frequently observed biases in classification as demonstrated here, may be epiphenomenal. The “decoding catastrophe” represented by dynamic encoding may simply reflect that the brain prioritizes an efficient code over an accurate one.
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